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Abstract 
Fast, direct electron detectors have significantly improved the spatio-temporal resolution of electron microscopy             
movies. Preserving both high spatial and temporal resolution in extended observations, however, requires storing              
prohibitively large amounts of data. The exception is when electron arrival events are spaced apart such that electron                  
counting is possible. Here, we describe an efficient and flexible data reduction and compression scheme (ReCoDe)                
that retains both high spatial and temporal resolution for electron-counted data. Running ReCoDe on a workstation                
we demonstrate on-the-fly reduction and compression of raw data streaming off a detector at 3 GB/s, for hours of                   
uninterrupted data collection. The output was 100-fold smaller than the raw data and saved directly onto                
network-attached storage drives over a 10 GbE connection. Additionally, we discuss new electron microscopy              
modalities that will become possible with ReCoDe, including a noise-robust motion correction algorithm that              
succeeds with highly dose-fractionated, time-resolved electron-counted data. 
Introduction 
Fast, back-thinned direct electron detectors are rapidly transforming electron microscopy. These detectors ushered in              
a “resolution revolution” for electron cryo-microscopy (cryo-EM), and the prospect of seeing sub-millisecond             
dynamics for in-situ electron microscopy. These transformations are driven by three key factors: (1) improved               
detection efficiency, (2) shorter detector readout times to better resolve individual electron events, and (3)               
algorithms that translate these advances into improved spatial and temporal resolution. Whereas the first two factors                
have received considerable attention, it remains impractical for many existing algorithms to process the very large                
raw output produced by these movie-mode detectors. Fortunately, these raw data are typically sparse, hence a                
suitable data reduction and compression scheme should allow us to fully reap the advantages offered by these                 
detectors. 
Nearly all the useful information in a single raw detector image is contained within “secondary electron                
puddles”, each of which is digitized from the cloud of secondary charged particles formed in the wake of individual                   
high energy electrons passing through the detector’s sensor. While the size and shape of secondary electron puddles                 
contain some information​1​, localizing the entry point of the incident electron from its electron cloud already                
noticeably improves the spatial resolution of the image. To accurately localize these electron puddles they must be                 
spatiotemporally well separated (by increasing the frame rate or reducing the incident electron flux), thereby               
 reducing the so-called coincidence loss​2​. This separation creates a very high raw data load when acquiring images                 
that add up to a desired accumulated electron dose. For example, the memory needed to store the incident electron                   
entry points, in a low coincidence-loss image (~6%) acquired at 0.01 e/pixel/frame is approximately a hundredth that                 
of the raw detector readout, with the remainder holding only readout noise.  
There are three options to manage the large raw data loads that a high-throughput electron detector                
generates. First, which is typical in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM), is to employ a higher internal frame rate on                  
the detector for counting electrons at low coincidence loss, but add many of these frames together before they are                   
stored to disk. The downside here is the loss of temporal resolution in the stored images. The second option is to                     
reduce the total data acquisition time. Here, an experimenter may fill terabytes of local hard disk with raw data for                    
ten minutes, then wait at least twice as long to offload this data to a larger networked drive before more data                     
acquisition can proceed. The third option is to collect data at the maximum detector frame rate but only store the                    
frames that contain significant information. However, this strategy only works at high dose rates where individual                
pre-selected frames still show sufficient contrast for the experimenter to judge whether to keep or discard them. If at                   
least an average of 1 e/pixel/frame is needed for such judgment, then imaging the sample at a kHz frame rate would                     
push a thousand electrons per pixel through the sample. At such high total doses, the experimenter has to either                   
sacrifice spatial resolution or be limited to atomic resolution only for radiation-hard samples.  
None of these three options are ideal, especially since the vast majority of these high data loads are storing                   
only the detector’s thermal and readout noise. Furthermore, these options also limit us from using faster detectors​3 to                  
study dynamics at even shorter timescales. Naturally, reducing and compressing the raw data would obviate the need                 
to choose between these three compromising options. If we stored only the electron events, we can enjoy high                  
temporal and spatial resolution, while continuously acquiring movies of dose-sensitive samples at very low dose               
rates for practically hours uninterrupted. 
To efficiently connect downstream processing algorithms to raw movie-mode detector data, we propose             
and implement a data reduction and compression scheme capable of file size reductions that are as high as 100x for                    
realistic electron-counting scenarios. The output of this scheme is a file format known as ReCoDe (Reduced                
Compressed Description). For simplicity, we refer to the reduction compression scheme as the ReCoDe scheme (or                
simply ReCoDe when the context is clear). In this scheme, the original raw data is first reduced to keep only the                     
information regarding identified electron puddles, which are then further compressed. The ReCoDe scheme permits              
four reduction levels and five different types of lossless compression algorithms, whose combinations are discussed               
in this work.  
The ReCoDe scheme is sufficiently parallelizable such that data streams from even the fastest current               
detectors can be reduced and compressed “on-the-fly” onto networked storage disks using only modest computing               
resources, provided the raw data can be accessed before it is written to disk. For instance, the raw data stream of a                      
low dose experiment (0.8 e/pixel/s) collected on a DE-16 detector (~3.08 GB/s throughput) can be reduced,                
compressed and written to network-attached storage devices with only 10 Intel Xeon CPU cores operating in                
parallel. Furthermore, the ReCoDe data format has been designed for fast sequential and random access, so that                 
frames can be decompressed into the reduced representation on demand.  
The ReCoDe format allows users to retain the high dose fractionation enabled by the fast readout rates of                  
kilohertz detectors while extending acquisition time from minutes to hours. A microscopist can only collect ​in-situ                
electron microscopy movies with sub-millisecond time resolution until the storage device connected to the              
acquisition computer is full. For perspective, a 4 TB hard drive only accommodates about 21 minutes of data                  
collection at a DE-16 detector’s maximum data rate of 3.08 GB/s. For the same hard drive, ReCoDe, owing to its                    
very significant file size reduction, potentially allows hours of uninterrupted data collection for low dose-rate,               
electron-counted imaging without compromising on temporal resolution.  
The reduced and compressed data has sufficiently small throughput so that other programs can read the data                 
available on disk for on-the-fly processing while ReCoDe is still writing new data to the disk. Typically frames are                   
read-out from detectors to RAM (random access memory) then immediately written to high-speed SSDs (solid-state               
drives). This setup allows continuous acquisition long as the SSD’s write throughputs match the detector’s output.                
 However, even the fastest SSDs do not have sufficient bandwidth for the data on the disk to be simultaneously read                    
by other programs during this acquisition. Absent this simultaneous read, there is a critical lack of feedback in low                   
dose rate, long time experiments. The experimenter is left blind in such situations, as individual frames do not have                   
sufficient contrast and the frames available on disk cannot be read to produce a summed image with sufficient                  
contrast. This manuscript describes an efficient implementation of ReCoDe that allows “on-the-fly” feedback             
without interrupting data acquisition for hours. 
A prominent example that exploits fast detectors is drift-correction in TEM (transmission electron             
microscopy). Here, the imaging resolution is demonstrably improved when fast detectors fractionate the total              
electron dose on a sample onto a time series of micrographs that are individually corrected for relative dose-induced                  
drift​4​. ReCoDe allows users to fractionate their doses from tens to thousands of frames per second for more precise                   
temporal resolution and drift-correction where possible. We show that despite the drastically lowered signal per               
frame, by going to much higher dose fractionation, a straightforward expectation-maximization algorithm adapted             
from ref.​5 performs as well as existing algorithms that require high-signal frames and also assume that consecutive                 
frames are smoothly connected by small translations. When these drifts become larger and more erratic, the former                 
inference actually outperforms the latter. 
Going forward, the readout rates of CMOS detectors may increase to their internal megahertz clock rates​6​,                
or even into the gigahertz regime​7​. This uptrend is troubling if one considers, by default, that a detector’s raw data                    
output rate increases linearly with its readout rate. However, because the ReCoDe format has very little storage                 
overhead per frame, in principle, its processing and storage rate only scales with the total electron dose when the                   
detector readout rate is fast enough to resolve individual electron puddles. Consequently, the ReCoDe output rate                
will not increase substantially with megahertz frame rates when the total electron dose is held constant.  
As electron microscopy becomes increasingly reliant on larger datasets and more complex processing and              
analysis workflows, there is an ever-greater push for publications to include raw data necessary for others to validate                  
and reproduce the analyses​8​. Without an effective data reduction and compression scheme, storing raw detector data                
will be costly: at ~US$20 per terabyte (TB) of archival storage on commodity HDDs and ~US$400 per TB on SSDs                    
(based on the prices of lower end external hard disk drives and solid-state drives, as of April 2019​9,10​, just 15 minutes                     
of continuous data acquisition per day on the DE-16 (Direct Electron, LP) detector at its maximum frame rate (3                   
GB/s throughput) will cost between US$ 20,000 to US$ 400,000 per year respectively. 
Overall, we hope that by providing affordable and practical access to the detectors’ raw output, we can                 
drive the development of efficient algorithms that fully exploit the advantages of fast direct electron detectors.  
Results 
Data Reduction Levels 
A secondary electron puddle is characterized by its spatial location, its two-dimensional (2D) shape, and the pixel                 
intensities within this shape. To accommodate various downstream processing needs we define four logical data               
reduction levels: L1, L2, L3, and L4, with progressively higher levels of information loss from L1 to L4 (Figure 1). 
All four data reduction schemes begin with a thresholding step, which produces a binary map identifying                
pixels as containing useful signal or not. The ADU (analog-digital unit) threshold used to label signal pixels are                  
independent for each pixel and decided based on the signal-noise calibration procedure (discussed below). In               
ReCoDe level L1, the sparsified signal pixel intensities are then bit-packed into a dense format. Bit packing removes                  
unused bits and converts the list of ADU values into a continuous string of bits. The binary map and the bit packed                      
intensity values are independently compressed and the two compressed data are stacked to create an L1 reduced                 
compressed frame. As L1 reduction retains all the information about electron puddles, electron counting can be                
performed long afterward, should the user wish to explore different counting algorithms and/or parameters. Both               
thresholding and packing are sufficiently fast to make L1 suitable for on-the-fly processing (discussed in               
 “Demonstration of on-the-fly Reduction and Compression” section). Even for relatively high electron flux data (0.05               
e/pixel/frame) L1 reduction alone achieves a 10x reduction in file size. This reduced data can be further compressed                  
to achieve an overall 25x file size reduction (Figure 2).  
In L3 reduction, the pixel intensities are discarded during thresholding and only the binary map is retained                 
and compressed. L3 is therefore optimized for speed, at the expense of puddle specific ADU (pixel intensity)                 
information.  
To compute puddle specific features, in L2 and L4 reductions, the clusters of connected pixels that                
constitute individual puddles are identified from the binary map using a connected components labeling algorithm.               
In L4 reduction, each puddle in the binary map is further reduced to the single pixel, where the primary electron was                     
likely incident. L4 reduction, therefore, results in a highly sparse binary map that is optimized for maximum                 
compression. At the same electron flux (0.05 e/pixel/frame) L4 reduction and compression results in 45x file size                 
reduction. This increased compression comes at the cost of throughput since counting has to be performed as part of                   
the reduction step.  
In L2 reduction, a summary statistic, such as mean, maximum or sum of ADU, is extracted for each                  
electron puddle. Preliminary studies suggest that such information may correlate with whether a measured electron               
was elastically or inelastically scattered​1​. The sparse puddle features are then packed into a dense format and the                  
binary map and the dense puddle features are independently compressed. Several applications that record diffraction               
patterns benefit from a high dynamic range but do not necessarily need to retain the entire signal as done in L1. L2 is                       
designed for such applications.  
In L1 and L2 reductions, the binary maps and the packed intensity summary statistics are independently                
compressed and then stacked. As the binary maps and intensity values have very different characteristics,               
compressing them independently results in optimal compression. 
The connected components labeling algorithm is further discussed in the Methods section and the reduced               
compressed data formats are detailed in Supplementary Method S1.  
All four data reduction schemes in ReCoDe first reduce the data by removing primarily readout noise                
(thresholding) and then compressing the signal. Accurate signal-noise separation is therefore critical. To remove              
pixel-level differences in dark noise and gain that can bias the identification of isolated electron puddles, individual                 
thresholds are calculated per pixel based on calibration data (Methods section). For the DE-16 detector, this                
calibration can be done with a single dataset with flat-field illumination at a low dose rate and extended exposure                   
times. Since different detectors may require custom calibration, ReCoDe only requires the per pixel thresholds for                
separating signal-noise as input and is agnostic of the calibration method used. These thresholds are specified in a                  
single image frame, which is reloaded by ReCoDe at user-specified intervals. External programs can update the                
thresholds intermittently for on-the-fly recalibration to accommodate changing detector response. 
 
Reducibility and Compressibility with Increasing Electron Fluxes 
With increasing electron flux, the data naturally becomes less reducible and less compressible. To quantify this                
change, we simulated images at eight electron fluxes between 0.0025 to 0.07 e/pixel/frame (Figure 2). This range                 
was chosen for tolerable coincidence loss during electron counting. For data without any reduction (unreduced               
compression line in Figure 2), the compression ratio remains similar across all fluxes (~4x), because of readout dark                  
noise. L3 and L4 reduced data are essentially binary images with 1-bit per pixel (Figure 1). Therefore, if the input                    
data uses bits to represent each pixel’s intensity, a factor of reduction is achieved using L3 or L4 reduction  n           n          
alone. In Figure 2, a 16x reduction is seen for the 16-bit simulated data. In L1 and L2, pixel intensity information                     
and event summary statistics are retained in addition to the L3 binary map. As electron flux increases, more pixel                   
intensities/event statistics need to be stored. However, due to coincidence loss the number of counted electron                
events, hence L1 and L2 file sizes, increases only sub-linearly.  
 With increasing electron flux the binary images used to store location and shape information in the reduced                 
format, also become less compressible. This is evident from the L3 and L4 “reduction + compression” lines in                  
Figure 2. At the same time, for L1 reduction, the proportion of reduced data containing pixel intensities increases                  
rapidly with increasing electron flux. As a result, the compressibility of L1 reduced data falls very quickly with                  
increasing electron flux.  
At moderate (0.01 e/pixel/frame) and low (0.001 e/pixel/frame) electron flux L1 reduction compression             
results in 60x and 170x data reduction, respectively. 
Reduction L4, where only puddle locations are retained, is optimized for maximum compression and can               
achieve reduction compression ratios as high as 45x, 100x and 250x at high (0.05 e/pixel/frame), moderate (0.01                 
e/pixel/frame) and low (0.001 e/pixel/frame) electron flux, respectively.  
Compression Algorithms 
Compression algorithms exploit the same basic idea: the total number of bits needed to encode a dataset is                  
effectively reduced by representing the more frequently occurring symbols with fewer bits. Consequently, the              
dataset is more compressible when the symbols are sparsely distributed. Such sparse distributions are readily present                
in the back-thinned DE-16 electron detector, where nearly 80% of the digitized secondary electron puddles span                
fewer than three pixels (Supplementary Fig. S6). Even for the puddles that span four pixels, of which there are 110                    
possibilities, 76% are the 2x2-pixel square motif.  
The majority of the memory needed to store these detector frames encode the randomly distributed               
centroids of secondary electron puddles. We considered three representations of these centroids. In the first               
representation, a centroid is represented as a single 2n-bit linear index. In the second representation, the linear                 
indices are sorted and run-length encoded (RLE) since the ordering of centroids in a single frame is inconsequential.                  
In the third representation, the centroids are represented as a binary image (similar to L4). The RLE and binary                   
image representations were found to be much more compressible than linear indices (Supplementary Fig. S7).               
Ultimately, the binary image representation was adopted in ReCoDe because the sorting needed for RLE is                
computationally expensive, for only a marginally higher compression.  
Any compression algorithm can operate on the reduced data levels in Figure 1. Compression algorithms are                
either optimized for compression power or for compression speed, and the desired balance depends on the                
application. For on-the-fly compression, a faster algorithm is preferable even if it sub-optimally compresses the data,                
whereas an archival application may prefer higher compression power at the expense of compression speed.  
We evaluated the compression powers and speeds of five popular compression algorithms that are included               
by default in the ReCoDe package: Deflate​11​, bzip2​12,13​, LZMA​14​, LZ4​15 and Snappy​16 (Figure 3). Each algorithm                
offers different advantages; bzip, for instance, is optimized for compression power whereas Snappy is optimized for                
compression and decompression speed. All five algorithms can be further parameterized to favor compression speed               
or power. We evaluated the two extreme internal optimization levels of Deflate and bzip2; level 1, which is                  
optimized for the fastest but sub-optimal compression, and level 9, which is optimized for slowest but optimal                 
compression. For the other three algorithms, different internal levels did not produce significantly different results,               
so only the performance of their default internal levels are reported.  
We chose Deflate-1 as the default compression algorithm in ReCoDE, as it offers a good balance between                 
compression speed and compression power. While LZ4 and SNAPPY have the highest throughputs across all               
reduction levels and electron fluxes, they achieve reduction compression ratios slightly worse than Deflate-1. bzip2               
(regardless of the internal optimization level, i.e. bzip2-1 or bzip2-9) consistently produces the best reduction               
compression ratios but is much slower than Deflate-1. Deflate-1 is also significantly faster than Deflate-9; in some                 
cases as much as 50x faster (such as L3, 0.01e/pixel/frame). In subsequent sections, we will show that Deflate-1 is                   
fast enough for on-the-fly compression. All algorithms have higher decompression throughput than compression             
throughput (Supplementary Fig. S2). Deflate-1 has ten times higher decompression throughput than compression             
 throughput, which means the same computing hardware for reduction and compression can support on-the-fly              
retrieval and decompression of frames for downstream data processing.  
In applications where compression speed is critical, a combination of L3 reduction with LZ4 or SNAPPY                
compression will be useful. L3 reduction is optimized for speed and results in a binary map, which itself is easily                    
compressed (see Figure 1). When combined with LZ4 or SNAPPY, L3 reduction has ~2.5x to 3x higher throughput                  
than Deflate-1 has with L1 reduction. This combination could also be useful for on-the-fly reduction compression                
with future detectors with even higher throughputs. 
 
Demonstration of on-the-fly Reduction and Compression 
ReCoDe is easily parallelized, with multiple threads independently reducing and compressing different frames in a               
frame stack. In this multithreaded scheme, each thread reduces and compresses the data to an intermediate file,                 
which are merged when data collection is complete. The merging algorithm reads from the intermediate files and                 
writes to the merged file sequentially and is therefore extremely fast (Supplementary Method S1). With this                
multithreaded scheme, ReCoDe can achieve throughputs matching that of the detectors enabling on-the-fly reduction              
and compression. Additionally, intermediate files can be accessed sequentially in both forward and reverse              
directions, with frames indexed by frame number, time stamp, and optionally scan position. Owing to the small size                  
of the reduced compressed frames, they can be read from intermediate files by external programs for live processing                  
and feedback during acquisition even without merging them back into a single file. Users also have the option of                   
retaining raw (unreduced and uncompressed) frames at specified intervals for validation or for on-the-fly              
recalibration. In electron microscopy facilities data is often archived in high capacity network-attached storage              
(NAS) servers. A schematic of this on-the-fly reduction compression pipeline is shown in Figure 4a. We evaluated                 
the feasibility of directly collecting the reduced-compressed data onto NAS servers, to avoid the overhead of                
transferring data after collecting it on the microscope’s local computer.  
With the DE-16 detector running at 400 fps, at a dose rate of 0.001 e/pixel/frame and ReCoDe using 10                   
CPU cores of the acquisition computer that shipped with the DE-16 detector, we continuously captured data directly                 
onto NAS servers connected by a 10 gigabits/s Ethernet (10 GbE) connection, for 90 minutes.  
If the raw data stream coming from the detector is accessible in-memory (RAM), reduction compression               
can be performed directly on the incoming data stream. However, many detectors (including the DE-16 detector)                
make the raw data available only after it is written to disk. Reduction compression then requires simultaneously                 
reading the data from disk back into RAM while more data from the detector is being written to disk. While                    
sufficiently fast SSDs in RAID 0 can support multiplexed reads and writes to different parts of the RAID partition, a                    
more scalable solution is to use a virtual file pointer to a location in fast DDR RAM (using RAM-disk). DDR                    
RAMs, in fact, have sufficient read-write throughputs such that multiple ReCoDe threads can read different sections                
of the available data stream parallelly, while new data coming from the detector is written. 
While the RAM-disk based approach bypasses read-writes to SSDs, it requires copying the same data in                
RAM twice. First, the data stream from the detector is written to an inaccessible partition on the RAM, then copied                    
to the readable RAM-disk partition. If we had direct access to first copy in the currently inaccessible partition on the                    
RAM, the subsequent copy to the RAM-disk can be eliminated, hence freeing up important read-write bandwidth on                 
the RAM. At the DE-16 detector’s throughput of 3.08 GB/s, this copying (read and write) uses a significant portion                   
of the RAM’s bandwidth (6.16 GB/s out of DDR4 RAM’s 21-27 GB/s, or 20-25 GiB/s, transfer rate). Direct access                   
to detector’s data stream without such copying will, therefore, enable reduction compression at even higher               
throughputs. 
To further evaluate this multithreaded scheme, we simulated a series of on-the-fly data reduction and               
compression at different electron fluxes. The implementation used for these simulations emulates the worst-case              
write performance of ReCoDe, where a single thread sequentially accesses the disk (see Supplementary Discussion               
S3 for details). At relatively low electron flux (0.01 e/pixel/s) we are able to achieve throughputs as high as 8.3                    
 gigabytes per second (GB/s, Figure 4b) using 50 threads on a 28 core system. At the same dose rate, to keep up with                       
the DE-16 detector (which has a throughput of ~3.08 GB/s) only 10 CPU cores are sufficient. For perspective,                  
another popular direct electron detector, the K2-IS (Gatan Inc.), nominally outputs bit-packed binary files at               
approximately 2.2 GB/s. However, since we did not have to incur extra computation time to unpack bits on the raw                    
data from DE-16, the DE-16 benchmarks on Figure 4 will not directly apply to K2-IS data. 
At moderate electron flux, writing directly to GPFS NAS servers using both 10 GbE and IPoIB (Internet                 
Protocol over InfiniBand) has comparable throughputs to that of collecting data locally on the microscope’s               
computer (Figures 4c and 4d). However, at very low electron flux writing directly to the NAS server with IPoIB has                    
slightly higher throughput. This is likely due to the reduced communication overhead per call in IPoIB and the                  
distributed data access (IBM GPFS) supported by NAS servers, both of which are optimized to handle multiple                 
simultaneous small write requests. In the absence of such a parallel data access ReCoDe still executes at close to                   
89% parallel (Supplementary Discussion S3). 
Both the reduction and compression steps are essential for high throughput on-the-fly processing. Without              
compression, the reduced data is still too large to write over 10GbE, particularly at moderate electron flux (Figure                  
4e). Without reduction, the data is not compressible enough; the throughput of Deflate-1 compression without any                
data reduction (Figure 4f) is abysmally low even when using 50 threads.  
Effects of Reduction and Coincidence Loss on Counted Image Quality 
In many applications, the L2 and L3 reduced data has to be ultimately reduced to L4 (electron-counted image). Here,                   
we consider how the information lost in L2 and L3 reductions affect the resolution of L4 images, in comparison to                    
L1 reduced data that retains all the information. Reduction to L4 involves reducing puddles to the single pixel,                  
which ideally contains the entry point of the incident electron. However, there is no clear consensus on the best                   
approximation strategy for determining the entry point, given a secondary electron puddle​1​. The three common               
strategies are to reduce the puddle to 1) the pixel that has the maximum intensity, 2) the pixel intensity weighted                    
centroid (center of mass) or 3) the unweighted centroid of the puddle. While L1 reduction retains all the information                   
needed for counting with any of these strategies post-hoc, with L2 and L3 reductions, the pixel intensity information                  
is either partially or completely lost. The puddles can then only be reduced to the unweighted centroid of the puddle                    
using the third strategy. With L4 reduction, the approximation strategy has to be chosen prior to data acquisition.                  
Nevertheless, as evident from the results of a knife-edge test (Figure 5), the choice of approximation, and therefore                  
the choice of reduction level, has little consequence on image resolution (see Methods section for implementation                
details). 
Coincidence loss not only reduces the amount of signal transferred onto the electron-counted image,              
reducing 17,18​, it also increases the localization error when reducing puddles to a single pixel. When puddles QE(0)D                 
due to separate incident electrons merge, the probability that the approximation strategy incorrectly identifies the               
entry point of the primary electron increases. 
To accurately estimate the effect of coincidence loss on counting, we simulated images where puddles               
follow the shape and size distributions of those in real DE-16 data acquired at 0.001 . MTFs               /pixel/f ramee−   
corresponding to counted images simulate at electron fluxes ranging from 0.005 to 0.1 show that increasing             /Å /se− 2     
electron flux reduces MTF at higher frequencies (Supplementary Fig. S4). Accurate coincidence loss calculation              
requires factoring in the shape and size of secondary electron puddles, without which, the results are markedly                 
different (Supplementary Discussion S4).  
Discussion 
Studying millisecond ​in-situ ​dynamics with TEM, such as surface-mediated nanoparticle diffusion in water​19​,             
requires us to operate at the maximum frame rates of these detectors. Additionally, longer total acquisition times                 
 would be beneficial for studying reactions such as spontaneous nucleation​20 where the experimenter systematically              
searches a large surface for samples. Several pixelated TEM electron detectors are now able to achieve                
sub-millisecond temporal resolutions, with the downside that the local buffer storage accessible to these detectors               
fills up very quickly. Figure 6a shows that current TEM detectors running at maximum frame rates produce 1 TB of                    
data in several minutes. When the temporal resolution is critical for an imaging modality, reducing the frame rate is                   
not an option. An example is fast ​operando electron tomography​21​. To capture how the 3D morphology of an object                   
evolves over several seconds, a full-tilt series of the object has to be rapidly acquired at the detector’s peak frame                    
rate. Here again, the duration of these observations can be significantly extended by substantially reducing the                
output data load with ReCoDe.  
4D scanning transmission electron microscopy (4D STEM) techniques including Ptychography were used            
to image weak phase objects and beam sensitive samples such as Metal Oxide Frameworks (MOFs)​22​. Here, a                 
converged electron probe raster scans a sample collecting 2D diffraction patterns at each scan point. Although these                 
experiments can produce hundreds of gigabytes of data in minutes​23​, the diffraction patterns tend to be sparse outside                  
of the central diffraction spot. These patterns are ideal for ReCoDe level L1 reduction and compression, which                 
preserves the patterns’ dynamic range while removing only dark noise. As noise-robust STEM-Ptychography             
becomes a reality​24​, their convergent beam electron diffraction patterns will be even sparser and further levels of                 
ReCoDe are expected to become relevant. ​Once the large datasets in 4D STEM are reduced they will readily fit into                    
the RAM of desktop workstations, which also facilitates sparse and efficient implementations of processing              
algorithms. 
Electron beam-induced damage is a major limitation for all cryo-EM modalities. In single-particle analysis              
(SPA) the energy deposited by inelastically scattered electrons manifests as sample damage and ice drift, where                
global and site-specific sample damage is detectable even at exposures as low as 0.1 e 25​. Here electron dose              Å/ 2     
fractionation improves resolution in two ways: (1) by reducing coincidence loss and thereby improving detection               
efficiency​26 and (2) by correcting for the sample drift between fractionated frames. Increasing detector frame rates                
can reduce the average displacement of each particle captured in each dose-fractionated frame, but doing so further                 
inflates the already large amounts of movie-mode data collected (see Figure 6b). On-the-fly reduction and               
compression can significantly reduce the storage costs of movie-mode data, to accommodate image correction              
algorithms that operate at a degree of dose fractionation that is higher than current practice. To demonstrate the                  
latter, In Figure 7, we show that a simple maximum ​a posteriori drift correction algorithm (adapted from​5​) could                  
work on synthetic images with 10 e total dose fractionated across 800 frames. Comparatively, ​Unblur2​27 and      Å/ 2           
MotionCor2​4​, a drift correction algorithm popular in SPA failed to recover the high-frequency information in this                
synthetic dataset (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. S5). 
The recently proposed compressed MRCZ format​28 and ReCoDe offer complementary strategies to reduce             
file sizes generated by electron detectors. MRCZ is ideal for compressing information-dense images of electron               
counts integrated over longer acquisition times, with typically dose fractionations above 0.1 e/pixel/frame. ReCoDe,              
however, excels in reducing and compressing the much sparser raw detector data that are used to produce the                  
integrated images typically meant for MRCZ. By doing so ReCoDe can preserve the arrival times of incident                 
electrons that is lost when they are integrated into a single frame. Applying an MRCZ-like scheme on the raw                   
un-reduced signal is inefficient, as shown with the “Unreduced Compression” line in Figure 2. 
In summary, we present the ReCoDe data reduction and compression framework for high-throughput             
electron-counting detectors, which comprises interchangeable components that can be easily configured to meet             
application-specific requirements. ReCoDe supports four data reduction levels to balance application-specific needs            
for information preservation and processing speed. We further tested three electron localization strategies, and show               
that they produce similar spatial resolutions even when the electron puddle intensity information is absent. By                
comparing five candidate compression algorithms on reduced electron data, we found that although LZ4 is the                
fastest, Deflate-1 offers the best compromise between speed and compressibility  
 Remarkably, we demonstrated on-the-fly data reduction and compression with ReCoDe on the DE-16             
detector for 90 minutes. Using only a desktop workstation, we continuously converted a 3 GB/s raw input data                  
stream into a ~200 MB/s output that was, in turn, streamed onto networked drives via 10 Gbit ethernet. Crucially,                   
this demonstration showed that on-the-fly data reduction and compression at low dose rates on our fastest S/TEM                 
detectors is not compute-limited if the detector’s raw data stream is accessible (via a RAM-disk) before it is stored                   
to SSDs. Even higher throughputs will be achievable with direct in-memory access to this raw data stream without                  
the need for a RAM-disk.  
The ReCoDe scheme can dramatically increase the throughput of electron microscopy experiments.            
Furthermore, the quality of observations for electron microscopy experiments can also improve. In cryoEM,              
ReCoDe can support movies of higher frame rates, which can lead to better drift correction and lower coincidence                  
loss. For ​in-situ experiments, higher frame rates can also improve the temporal and spatial resolution of the imaged                  
samples. Similar gains are also expected for high throughput 4DSTEM.  
Currently, a clear barrier for commercial vendors to produce higher throughput detectors is that users               
cannot afford to store the increased raw data that these faster detectors will bring. By efficiently reducing raw data                   
into compact representations, ReCoDe prepares us for an exciting future of megahertz electron detectors in three                
crucial ways: it limits the storage costs of electron microscopy experiments, facilitates much longer data acquisition                
experimental runs, and very efficient processing algorithms that only compute on the essential features. More               
broadly, making ReCoDe open source encourages its own development by the community and incentivizes              
commercial vendors to specialize in much-needed hardware innovation. The full impact of electron counting              
detectors, quite possibly, is still ahead of us.  
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 Methods 
Data Acquisition 
All experimental data were collected on a DE-16 detector (Direct Electron Inc., USA) installed on the JEM-2200FS                 
microscope (JEOL Inc., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a field emission gun and operating at 200 keV accelerating                 
voltage. StreamPix (Norpix Inc., Montreal, Canada) acquisition software was used to save the data in sequence file                 
format without any internal compression. Data for puddle shape and size analysis (Supplementary Fig. S6) and MTF                 
characterization with the knife-edge method (Figure 5) were collected at 690 frames per second and 400 frames per                  
second respectively with an electron flux of ~0.8 e/pixel/s.  
All simulations of on-the-fly data collection were performed on a 28-core (14 core x 2 chips) system with                  
2.6 GHz E5-2690v4 Intel Broadwell Xeon processors and 512 GB DDR4-2400 RAM.  
Signal-Noise Calibration 
In the current implementation, ReCoDe requires as input a single pre-computed calibration frame, in which a pixel’s                 
value indicates the dark and gain corrected threshold for separating signal and noise at that pixel. Any calibration                  
method can be used to compute this calibration frame. This subsection describes how we obtained this calibration                 
frame for the DE-16 detector.  
First, we collected a flat-field illumination dataset comprising many raw detector frames preferably at the               
same low dose rate targeted for actual imaging afterward. Whereas an incident dose rate could be computed with an                   
independent measurement (e.g. Faraday cup), the dose rate computed by the procedure described factors in the                
detector’s detective quantum efficiency. Ideally, a pixel’s intensity across the calibration frames would follow a               
mixture of two well-separated normal distributions, corresponding to either dark noise or signal. However, in               
practice, because the detector PSF is larger than a pixel, charge sharing from fast electrons incident on neighboring                  
pixels will contribute to a single pixel’s intensity, which causes the noise and signal distributions to overlap severely                  
(Supplementary Fig. S8). 
The calibration (summarized in Supplementary Note S9) begins by first estimating a single global threshold               
that separates signal from noise for all pixels. Assuming the histogram of dark values are normally distributed, this                  
global threshold is estimated based on a user-specified upper limit on the tolerable false positive rate of a surmised                   
normal distribution . However, because individual pixels behave differently from each other, using the same r)(              
threshold for all pixels can severely bias electron counting. To remove this bias the global threshold has to be                   
adapted for each pixel individually based on the pixel’s gain and dark noise level.  
Now we are ready to estimate the effective detectable electron count on the detector from the dataset                 
directly. Given the low dose rate in this calibration dataset, only in a small fraction of frames does an individual                    
pixel see electron events. Therefore, a pixel’s median intensity across all calibration frames is effectively its dark                 
noise level, at this dose rate. Given the compact PSF and high SNR of DE-16 detectors, to calculate each pixel’s                    
gain, we assume that direct electron hits result in larger intensities than those due to charge sharing, even when the                    
pixels have different gains. If the calibration dataset has a total dose of ​N e/pixel, where ​N is sufficiently small such                     
that the probability of two electrons hitting the same pixel is negligible, then a pixel’s gain is the median of the                     N  
largest intensities it has across all calibration frames. Therefore, we first estimate the total dose per pixel in the                   
calibration dataset using a few randomly selected small two-dimensional (2D) patches. Separate thresholds are              
identified for individual pixels in these patches in a similar manner to the global threshold (i.e. assuming normality                  
in the dark distribution and using a false positive rate parameter ). These thresholds are used to identify the           r         
connected components in each selected 2D patch across all frames in the calibration dataset. The number of                 
connected components emanating from the central pixel of a 2D patch across all calibration frames gives an estimate                  
 of the number of electron events at the central pixel of that patch. The average of these values across all      n )( c                
randomly selected patches ( ) is used as the estimated total dose per pixel in the calibration dataset. Here, a puddle   nc                  
is assumed to emanate from the pixel that has the maximum value in the puddle. Finally, using the per-pixel dark                    
noise levels and gains the global threshold is adapted to compute each pixel’s independent threshold. To compute a                  
pixel’s threshold the global threshold is first shifted such that the pixel’s dark noise level matches the global mean                   
dark noise level and then scaled such that the pixel’s gain matches the global gain.  
Connected Components Labelling 
To compute the features specific to each electron puddle (e.g. centroids in L4 and the user-chosen summary statistics                  
(ADU sum or maximum) in L2), the set of connected pixels (components) that constitute individual puddles have to                  
be identified from the thresholded image. This connected components labeling can be computationally expensive for               
large puddles. Fortunately, puddle sizes tend to be small for most back-thinned direct electron detectors. For the                 
DE-16 detector, 90% of the puddles are fewer than five pixels in size (Supplementary Fig. S6). Therefore, we use a                    
greedy approach similar to the watershed segmentation algorithm​29 to perform connected components labeling. The              
algorithm assigns unique labels to each connected component or puddle, and the pixels associated with a given                 
puddle are identified by the label of that puddle. In L2 reduction, these labels are used to extract the chosen                    
summary statistics from the puddle and in L4 reduction, these labels are used to approximate the secondary electron                  
puddle to a single pixel, by computing the centroid or center of mass, etc.).  
MTF Calculation using Knife-Edge Test 
The knife-edge test was performed using a beam blanker, with an electron flux of ~0.8 e/pixel/s using the DE-16                   
detector operating at 400 fps exposed for 50 seconds, resulting in a total dose of ~40 e/pixel and an effective                    
electron flux of ~ e/pixel/frame across 20,000 frames. Each frame was resampled to twice the resolution using   .0020              
bicubic interpolation and counting was performed on the resampled frames following one of the three localization                
strategies: for each electron puddle, we either localized to the weighted centroid, non-weighted centroid, or the pixel                 
with the maximum value. The straight edge of the beam blanker was visually determined in the counted image                  
obtained by summing the counted frames. The edge spread function (ESF) was estimated from the average of                 
multiple one-dimensional profiles measured along the normal to the straight edge. The edge spread function was                
differentiated to give the line spread function (LSF) which was Fourier transformed to get the MTF. 
On-the-fly Compression Pipeline 
Continuous on-the-fly data reduction and compression for 90 minutes were performed using 10 cores of the                
computer shipped with the DE-16 detector. This computer has two E5-2687v4 Intel Xeon processors (24-cores, 12                
cores per chip, each core running at an average of 3.0GHz base clock rate), 128 GB DDR4 RAM, and is connected                     
to a 1 Petabyte IBM GPFS NAS via a 10 GbE connection. 
For continuous on-the-fly data collection, the StreamPix software was configured with a script to acquire               
data in five-second chunks and save each chunk in a separate file. The DE-16 acquisition software does not allow                   
direct in-memory access to data coming from the detector to RAM, restricting access to data only after it has been                    
written to disk. While SSDs have fast enough write speeds to keep up with the throughput of the DE-16 detector,                    
on-the-fly reduction compression requires simultaneous write and read, each at 3GB/s, which is not possible even                
with SSDs. To overcome this problem, a virtual file pointer to a location in fast DDR RAM (using RAM-disk) was                    
used. When StreamPix finishes writing a five-second file to RAM-disk, the ReCoDe queue manager adds the file to                  
the queue and informs the ReCoDe server. The ReCoDe server then picks off the next five-second file in the queue,                    
where each processing thread in the server independently reads a different subset of frames within this file.                 
Subsequently, each thread independently appends its reduced and compressed output to its own intermediate file on                
 the NAS server via the 10 GigE connection. When the ReCoDe server is finished processing a five-second file in the                    
queue it informs ReCoDe queue manager, which then deletes this file from RAM-disk. When the acquisition is                 
complete all intermediate files are automatically merged into a single ReCoDe file where the reduced and                
compressed frames are time-ordered. 
The ReCoDe server and ReCoDe Queue Manager are implemented in C and Python respectively.              
Multithreading in ReCoDe uses a shared memory architecture and is implemented using OpenMP. We have also                
implemented a distributed version of ReCoDe with MPI and OpenMP, which can be useful for detectors capable of                  
simultaneously writing to separate output files across different nodes. The source code to both the ReCoDe server                 
and Queue Manager are available at ​https://github.com/NDLOHGRP/ReCoDe​.  
Drift Correction 
The drift correction algorithm, which is based on the Expand-Maximize-Compress (EMC) algorithm​5​, reconstructs a              
target object within a two dimensional (2D) field of view using many noisy 2D images (measurements) that could be                   
contained within this view. The random translations of these images are unknown and have to be inferred by EMC.                   
The EMC algorithm is essentially an expectation-maximization based iterative, unsupervised clustering algorithm.            
The algorithm starts with an initial model of the 2D field of view, which is typically initialized to be a set of i.i.d                       
random numbers. Each iteration of the EMC algorithm updates this model via three sequential stages denoted as the                  
Expand, Maximize, and Compress steps. In the Expand step, the 2D model is expanded into a redundant                 
representation comprising smaller overlapping 2D images, each of which is a potential measurement of the target                
object up to an overall 2D translation (drift). In the Maximize step, a single expectation-maximization step is used to                   
increase the likelihood of the output redundantly expanded model given the measurements. A Poisson log-likelihood               
function is optimized in here, assuming that each measurement comprises of shot-noise limited electron counts.               
Finally, in the Compress step, the redundant representation is compressed back into a single coherent 2D model.                 
This updated model is then ready for the next EMC iteration.  
Figure 7 shows a drift correction example using very sparse shot-noise limited synthetic data: 10 e/pixel                
total dose fractionated across 800 frames. EMC is able to recover the target solution to a higher resolution than                   
established methods like Unblur​27 and MotionCor2​4​. This is likely because EMC explicitly uses an accurate               
description of the detection noise (i.e. Poisson distribution) in these measurements, and because it does not make                 
any assumptions about the smoothness of drift trajectories.  
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 Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1: ​(a) Data reduction levels. The leftmost image (L0) depicts a 10x10 pixel image (the raw detector output)                   
with four secondary electron puddles. The remaining four images from left to right correspond to the four data                  
reduction levels, L1 to L4, respectively. Each image represents a reconstruction of the original image (L0) using                 
only the information retained at that level (see table at the bottom). The L1 image retains all the useful information                    
about the secondary puddles by first removing detector readout/thermal noise from L0. In L2, the spatial location of                  
the four puddles, the number of pixels (area) in each puddle, the shape of the four puddles and an intensity summary                     
statistic (sum, maximum or mean) for each puddle are retained. Each reduction level offers different advantages in                 
terms of speed, compression, information loss, spatial or temporal resolution, etc (see row labelled “Optimized               
For”). The row labeled “Reduced Representation” describes how the information retained at each level are packed in                 
the reduced format. These packings are tuned to provide a good balance between reduction speed and                
compressibility. In L3, the puddle area, shape and location information are all encoded in a single binary image,                  
which is easily computed and highly compressible. These three aspects in L1 and L2 are packed as the binary image                    
used in L3. Only the most likely locations of incident electrons are saved as binary maps in L4. Panels ​(b)​, ​(c)​, ​(d)                      
and ​(e) are the reduction compression pipelines for reduction levels L1, L2, L3 and L4, respectively. Here, the                  
thresholding step produces a binary map identifying pixels as signal or noise. Bit packing removes unused bits and                  
converts the list of ADU values into a continuous string of bits. The connected components labelling algorithm                 
identifies clusters of connected pixels that constitute individual electron puddles from this binary map. Puddle               
centroid extraction further reduces each puddle to a single representative pixel; and puddle feature extraction               
computes puddle specific features such as mean or maximum ADU. 
 
 
Figure 2: Reducibility and compressibility of data with increasing electron flux. The solid black line (“unreduced                
compression”) shows the compression ratios achieved on raw data (including dark noise) using Deflate-1. The               
dashed lines show the compression ratios achieved with just the four levels of data reduction and without any                  
compression. The solid lines show the compression ratios after compressing the reduced data using Deflate-1. The                
coincidence loss levels corresponding to the electron fluxes label the second ​y​-axis on the right.  
 
 
Figure 3: Comparison of compression algorithms for different reduction levels and dose rates. The reduction               
compression ratios and the compression throughputs of five algorithms are shown: Deflate, bzip2, LZ4, LZMA and                
SNAPPY. Here, reduction compression ratio is the ratio between the sizes of the original (uncompressed) data and                 
the reduced compressed data. Suffix -1 and -9 refer to internal optimization levels of the algorithms corresponding                 
to the fastest compression and the optimal compression, respectively. For LZ4, LZMA and SNAPPY their internal                
optimizations produced similar results, hence only the default level is shown. The three rows of scatter plots in                  
correspond to three different electron fluxes: 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05 e/pixel/frame, from top to bottom, and the four                  
columns of scatter plots correspond to the four reduction levels: L1 to L4 from left to right. The throughputs are                    
based on single threaded operation of ReCoDe and includes the time taken for both reduction and compression. The                  
decompression throughputs of the five algorithms are presented in Supplementary Fig. S2.  
 
 
Figure 4: On-the-fly reduction compression. ​(a) ReCoDe’s multithreaded reduction compression pipeline used for             
live data acquisition. The CMOS detector writes data into the RAM-disk in timed chunks, which the ReCoDe server                  
processes onto local buffers and then moves to NAS servers. The ReCoDe Queue Manager synchronizes               
interactions between the ReCoDe server and the detector. ​(b) L1 reduction and compression throughput of               
Deflate-1, with multiple cores at four electron fluxes. The throughput of ReCoDe depends only on the number of                  
electron events every second, hence the four dose rates (horizontal axis) are labelled in million electrons/second. The                 
simulations were performed on a 28-core system, as a result, throughput scales non-linearly when using more than                 
28 cores (Supplementary Fig. S3). ​(c) and ​(d) ​show throughputs when using 10 GbE and IPoIB connections to write                   
 directly to NAS, respectively. In ​(e)​, throughput of L1 reduction without any compression; ​(f) throughput of                
Deflate-1 when compressing the unreduced raw data. ​(g) shows the conversion between million e/s and               
e/pixel/frame for two different frame size-frame rate configurations of the DE-16 detector. 
 
 
Figure 5: Electron counting and image quality. MTFs estimated using the knife-edge method from three counted                
images of the beam blanker obtained using three different approaches to estimating the entry point of electrons from                  
their secondary electron puddles (see Methods section for implementation details). For this MTF calculation a Dirac                
delta function is used as the PSF (instead of the actual detector PSF) to highlight the differences due to localization                    
errors alone. 
 
 
Figure 6: The storage costs of TEM experiments with movie-mode detectors. ​(a) highlights how acquisition time is                 
severely restricted, if high temporal resolution is desired ​in-situ EM experiments in the absence of reduction and                 
compression. Each cell corresponds to a particular frame size and temporal resolution. A cell’s text and color                 
indicates the time taken to acquire one terabyte (TB) of data at that frame size and temporal resolution without                   
reduction and compression. For larger frames and high temporal resolution (top left corner), experiments spanning               
merely a few seconds produces 1 TB of data. With a 95x reduction in data size the same experiment can span 20                      
times longer, enabling the observation of millisecond dynamics in reactions that span long times. The yellow dots                 
show a few of the frame size-frame rate combinations available in the DE-16 detector. Panel ​(b) shows how lower                   
dose rates and higher temporal resolutions require collecting prohibitively large amounts of data in the absence of                 
reduction compression. The text in each cell indicates the amount of data needed to achieve a total dose of 100 e/                    Å2
/s, across different electron fluxes and temporal resolutions. This calculation assumes a 4096 x 4096 pixel detector                 
producing 16-bit images at a magnification with pixel size equal to . The cell colors represents the coincidence          Å1        
loss suffered at that electron flux and temporal resolution.  
 
 
Figure 7: EMC drift correction. The top row shows reconstructed images (from 800 frames) and the bottom row                  
shows the Fourier spectrum of the reconstructed images in the top row. The leftmost column shows reconstruction                 
from perfectly aligned noiseless frames, with a dose rate of 0.0125 . The second column shows the           /pixel/f ramee−       
summed image, after adding random drifts and random Poisson distributed noise to individual frames. The third,                
fourth and fifth columns show the average of twenty reconstructions after drift correcting with Unblur​27​,               
MotionCor2​4 and the proposed EMC drift correction algorithm, respectively. Here, each frame has a random 5 pixel                 
drift, independent of its previous or subsequent frames. When using MotionCor2, the 800 frames are dose                
fractionated to 80 frames. Additional comparison examples, for correlated drifts, are presented in Supplementary              
Fig. S6. 
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